AuthMinder Advisory
Enable Challenge Replay Detection

This document outlines a new configuration setting that was introduced in WebFort
6.2.4 to detect replay attacks and how to enable it.
CA AuthMinder (formerly known as WebFort) is CA’s versatile authentication server that supports a variety of
credentials. AuthMinder supports various credentials lik ArcotID PKI, ArcotID OTP, Password, Questions and
Answers (QnA), hardware tokens, and virtual OTP (one time passwords) that are delivered via SMS, voice or
emails.
The CA ArcotID PKI is a preferred credential, because it provides the most natural interface and experience for
the user (username/password prompts), while providing superior security. The CA ArcotID PKI includes a PKI
private key that is protected using a patented technology and a PIN known only to the real user that can
unlock this protected private key.
When a user tries to authenticate to an application, she is prompted to enter a password. The client software
uses the password to decrypt the private key (which is cryptographically camouflaged in the CA ArcotID) and
uses the now decrypted private key to sign the challenge sent by the server. The user’s password is never
sent over the network to the server.

Signed Challenge and Replay attacks
The above authentication method protects the user’s password from network interception. As the user’s
password is never transmitted over the network, the attacker will not be able to capture the password which
is required to sign newer challenges. However, the attacker can replay a signed challenge in an effort to
authenticate into the same system that the user originally tried to access. The default time window during
which this replay attack can succeed is 5 minutes.
The AuthMinder server protects against replay attacks by detecting and failing repeated attempts to use the
signed challenge. In AuthMinder versions 6.2.4 through 7.0, the server setting to detect replay attacks was
exposed through the administration console as shown below -
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We recommend that all customers “Enable Challenge Replay Detection” to protect their servers from replay
attacks. Starting AuthMinder v7.0, this setting is enabled by default.

